Since A A-A' = 0 and A'1 = -A, (4) is a Schrodinger type system of partial differential equations, (Kreiss [6] ).
Richtmyer [11] and Evans [5] have derived finite difference methods for the numerical solution of Eq. (4) which are based on well-known algorithms for the numerical solution of the scalar equation , _. dv _ d"v {ö) Tt~dx~*-In this paper, explicit and implicit finite difference methods based on the semiexplicit method of Lees [7] and the high accuracy method of Douglas [3] respectively are formulated for the numerical solution of Eq. (4), and algorithms for the determination of the solution u of ( 1 ) from the calculated values of <£> and y derived. By means of numerical experiments, these methods will be compared with those of Richtmyer and Evans. In addition, the new explicit and implicit methods will be generalised to the case of variable coefficients. Finally, finite difference schemes for the solution of the equation r)u , _( " , _2 d , d
+ V« = 0, where V » & + ^, subject to appropriate initial and boundary conditions are considered.
2. Explicit Methods. A rectangular network of points with mesh sizes h and k in the x and t directions respectively, where Nh = 1 is superimposed on the region 0 ¿ i | 1, Í è 0. The values of the functions $(x, i), *(z> t) and £l(x, t) at the mesh points x = ih, t = nk{i = 0, 1, • • • , N; n -0, 1, • • • ) are given by <¡>i,", ypi¡n and Wf," respectively.
The method of Evans [5] may be derived by applying the method of Dufort and Frankel [4] for the solution of (5) to Eq. (4) to obtain the finite difference formula
i.e.
where r = k/h2 and J is the 2X2 unit matrix. Since (7 + 2rA)~1 = (I -2rA)(l + 4r2) and A2 = -I, Eq. (6) may be written in the explicit form
where aa = (1 -a2)/(l + a2), ba = a/(l + a), ca = a2/(l + a).
Writing (7) in terms of the components of w, we obtain Evans' formulation <t>i,n+l -<h.A>i,n-l + C2r(0i+l,n + #i-l,n) -£>2r(^i+l,n + ^¿-1,» ~ 2^,-,"_l)
This scheme is unconditionally stable, and has local truncation errors of 0(/i2 + A;2 + (k/hf).
However, it is a three level scheme and so requires starting values on t = k as well as on í = 0. A finite difference method for the solution of (4) which involves only two time levels is that based on the semiexplicit method of Lees [7] . This scheme may be written in the form w,,"+i -<j¿," = rA[<úi-it"+i A-<d,+i," -w.-.n+i -tùi,n] approximations to a partial differential EQUATION 3 or (I + rA)(ùi,n+ï = (I -rA)(ùi,n + rA[»t-i,n+i + wi+i,"l from which, on premultiplication by (I A-rA)~\ we obtain (9) tó<,"+1 = (Orí -2brA)tii,n + (crI A-brA)(ui+i,n + wî-i,»+i)-
In terms of the components <j>i," , ^¿," this scheme becomes (10a) <t>i,n+l = Orfi.n + Cr(0,+i," + 0i_i,"+i) -bri^i+l.n + rf'i-l.n+l ~ 2^,,") (10b) ^¿,"+1 = Or^i.n + Cr(\¡/i+i,n + ^¿_i,n+i) + bT(<j>i+i,n A-0¿_l,"+i -2<f>i,n).
It should be noted that formulas (10a) and (10b) must be computed alternately, whereas the unknowns 0y,"+i, ^¿,n+i (j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , N -1) in (8) need only be calculated line by line. The local truncation errors of this method are 0(h2 + k+ (k/h)) and so the semiexplicit method appears theoretically to be less accurate than the method of Dufort and Frankel for the solution of (4). Both methods have the disadvantage that, if k and h tend to zero at the same rate, their respective solutions do not converge to the solution of (4), (see Evans [5] , Lees [7] ). The stability of (9) is analysed by the method of Richtmyer [11] . We substitute 3. Implicit Methods. The most widely used implicit methods for the numerical solution of the scalar equation (5) are the Crank-Nicolson method [2] and the high order correct difference method (H.O.C.M.) of Douglas [3] . When the former method is applied to the vector equation (4), we obtain the algorithm used by Richtmyer in the form »,+i,n -2ui,n + «,_!," = (h2/l2)(*i+1,n + 10^," + ^t_i,n)
which is based on the method of Numerov [9] for the solution of the second order ordinary differential equation y" = fix, y). The finite difference schemes described in Sections 1 and 2 of this paper can be easily generalized to this case of variable coefficients without loss of accuracy. Care must, however, be taken when generalizing the high accuracy scheme (15). Writing Eq. (19) in the form
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which is again correct to 0(h + k ) and requires the solution of a block tridiagonal system of equations at each time step.
Since the differential equation (19) and hence the approximating difference equations have variable coefficients, no longer can we use the method of Richtmyer to examine stability. Using energy methods Lees [13] has established that the Crank-Nicolson method and high accuracy method of Douglas for the solution of (5) By an extension of Lees' techniques it may be possible to discuss the stability of the generalisations to (19) of the methods outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of the present paper. This will, however, require further investigation.
6. Two-Space Variable Case. The partial differential equation If we consider Eq. (4), the initial and boundary conditions may be derived from (28a) and (28b) and are given by Table II. Since each method is unconditionally stable for all values of the mesh ratio r, Table III and Table IV respectively. It appears that for case (b) Evans' method is by far the least accurate due to the dominance in the local truncation error of ty of the term (k/h)2d2$/dt2 which, for this problem, is equal to has the values 1/100 and 1/1600 respectively.
Although the high order correct method of Douglas given by (15) is the most accurate, it requires the most computing time. The semi-explicit method (10) is seen to be as accurate as Evans' method when (k/h) is small, and more accurate when (k/h)2 is large. It requires about as much computing time as Evans' method and has the advantage of requiring starting data only on the initial line so that no extrapolation is necessary to find starting data on the line t = k. Richtmyer's method compares favorably with the explicit methods, but requires more computing time.
All calculations were carried out to ten places of decimals on the IBM 1620 computer of the University of St. Andrews.
